
January 13, 2020 

Chief, USDA Forest Service 
201 14th Street SW 
Washington, D.C. 20250 

Secretary, U.S. Department of Agriculture 
1400 Independence Ave., SW 
Washington, D.C. 20250-0003 

Secretary, U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
1849 C Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: 60 Day Notice of Intent to Sue under the Endangered 
Act- Elk Smith Project on the Helena Lewis & Clark 
Forest 

You are hereby notified that Alliance for the Wild Rockies and Native osystems 
Council intend to file a citizen suit claim pursuant to the citizen suit prov ion of the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA), 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g) for violations ofth ESA, 16 
U.S. C. § 1531 et seq. Alliance will file the claim after the 60 day period has run 
unless the violations described in this notice are remedied. The name, a ess, and 
phone number of the organization giving notice of intent to sue are as fo ows: 

Michael Garrity, Executive Director 
Alliance for the Wild Rockies 
P.O. Box505 
Helena, Montana 59624 
Tel: (406) 459-5936 

Sara Johnson 
Native Ecosystems Coun il 
PO Box 125 
Willow Creek, MT 5976 
Tel: (406) 579-3286 
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The name, address, and phone· number of counsel for the notifier are as follows: 

Rebecca K. Smith, Attorney at Law 
Public Interest Defense Center, P .C. 
P.O. Box 7584 
Missoula, MT 59807 
Tel: (406) 531-8133 

On November], 2019, Michael A Munoz, District Ranger for the Rocky Mountain 
Ranger District, Helena - Lewis &,Ciark National Forest signed·a Decision Notice 
authorizing the Elk Smith Project on tlie Helena.:. Lewis•& Clark National Forest. 
Project activities have not yet commenced. The Project involves cutting and 
burning vegetation on 10,331 acres. The majority of.the prescnbed burning- Units 
3 - 6, 8, 10, an:d 12-15 (totaling 7~744 actes) -will be accomplished with · 
helicopters. The ,helicopter burning units (green and brown) will be located at 
higher elevations than the hand-ignition 11IDits (purple): . 

. •, 'I 
' , I h 
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10,331 acres of the Elk Smith,Project faUwitrun .. tl,le Bear-Marshall-Scap goat-Swan 
. . 

Inventoried Roadless Area boundary. Directly west of the Project area· the Bob 
Marshall Wilderness Complex. Listed and proposed species that may be resent in 
the Project area include grizzly bears, lynx, and wolverines. The Pr9j~_c area is 
located in MS- I grizzly habitat within the Northern Continental DM.de 11 osystem 
Grizzly Bear Recovery Zone. The Forest Service Biological Assess~~ · . 
determined that implementation of the Elk Smith Project is lilµdY. Jo:_adv rsely affect 
lynx, lynx critical habitat, and grizzly bears. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife ervice 
(FWS) issued a biological opinion in October 2019. Neither the Project iological 
Assessment nor the1Project Bi()logical OpiQ.ion addresse~;W;O}yerine._1 ·In e Project , 
NEPA analysis, the Fore st. Servic_e stated that the Project :will not jeop~r ize the 
wolverine., FWS did-not is~e .. a.Jetter of concµrrence for,thl& ~nclusipn 

, f" ' ; ; I • , > ' / ·:•, 

Helicopters will cause an adv~rse effect on grizzly b~ars._ In· t4e grgzly . ~ar 
Incidental Take Statement, FWS states: "th~-.,S~_rv,ice·ha~ d~fm~d.-harm o. grizzly 
bears in terms of adverse haQitat -conditions: qm&~ by rep,eated helicopt flights 
over a short period of time. The potential ,use: ~f h~licopter,s for 'up to f1v . 
consecutive days per unit, for 10 units, may interfere with the normal be avior 
patterns of a grizzly bear and may result in adverse effects to an individ 1 grizzly 
bear that may be using the area.during helicopter activity." FWS states: 
"helicopter activity may displace individual grizzly bears from key habita to the 
extent that significant under-use of habitat by grizzly bears occurs. The ervice 
maintains that such under-use of key habitats could result in a female be r's failure 
to obtain adequate foo<l resources and reduce fitness, impairing its norm 1 
reproductive potential Some adult female grizzly bears wary of humans d · · 
human-generated disturbance (e.g. from helicopters) may not breed at t ir 
potential frequency or may fail to complete gestation due to decreased fi ess." In 
the Biological Opinion, FWS notes: "in are~s of wil~erness or areas of lo road 
densities and human developments, the distur~ance may be greater beca se grizzly 
bears are less habituated to human activity. The project area is primarily 
non-motorized, thus disturbance may be greater." 

As noted above, the Project Biqlogical Assessment and Biological Opini n fail to 
include any analysis of wolverine. Instead of analyzing wolverine and is uing a 
jeopardy conclusion in the Project Biological Assessment as required un er the 
ESA, the Forest Service issued a jeopardy conclusion in the Project NE A 
analysis. FWS did not issue a letter of concurrence for this conclusion a required 
under the ESA In the Project NEPA analysis, the Forest Service includ d two 
paragraphs of discussion and then concluded that the Project would not eopardize 
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the wolverine. The NEPA analysis fails to disclose female dispersal habitat and 
male dispersal habitat in the Project area, and fails to address the impacts on 
wolverines from helicopters. 

The federal agencies have issued numerous NEPA analyses in the past that 
acknowledge that wolverines are likely to be displaced from helicopters in a manner 
similar to grizzly bears. For example, the Forest Service itself has found that 
wolverine displacement is likely from helicopters involved in logging (Snow Talon 
EIS, excerpts· attached), helicopters involved in dam maintenance (Canyon/Wyant 
EIS, excerpts attac·hed), and helicopters involved in helicopter skiing (Kenai Heli
ski EIS, excerpts attached). 

In particular, the Helena National Forest-has previously found that "[h]elicopter 
overflights could, however, disturb or displace individual[] [wolverines] from 
adjacent denning and foraging habitat during winter operations" and ~•summer · 
helicopter operations do have some potential to disturb or displace foraging 
individual[] [wolverines]." The Chttgach National Forest found: "Denning females 
could be displaced by helicopter:skilng activities occurring in denning areas and 1 

could abandon their den sites. Myrberget (1968) mentions four instances of 
den abandonment due to human disturbance and suggests that secondary dens may 
be less suitable. Direct·contact:occurred,with two denning females in Idaho in late 
April and May and resulted itt den abandonment in both cases (Copeland 1996). 
Abandonment of den sites would adversely impact both the female wolverine and 
her kits." : ' ' , 

Thus, similar to grizzly bears, the best available science:indicates that the use of 
helicopters for multiple days -in a row over thousands of acres of roadless ,arid 
otherwise undisturbed habitat is likely to· adversely affect wolverines and could 
potentially have a permanent displacement and/or abandonment effect on 
wolverines. This is an "effect of the action" thai must be addressed in the Project 
ESA consultation, either iB the Biological Assessment and/or the Biological 
Opinion. The agencies~ failure to address the effects of the action, and failure to 
apply the best available science, regarding the impacts ofhelicopter-based'burning 
over thousands:·of acres violate the ESA The agencies cannot tier-to any other 
analysis to account for· this failure because no other analysis addresses the effects 
of the Project, including likely helic<>pter displacementoli thousands of acres,: on 
wolverine. Moreover, the Inman model identifies four types ·of wolverine habitat
maternal habitat, denning habitat, female dispersal habitat, and male dispersal habitat 
- and the project analysis only included the first two types, which is a further failure 
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to apply the best available science and fully address the effects of this pr dect on 
wolverine. 

Instead of conducting an analysis of the effects of the action in the Proje t ESA 
consultation, the agencies rely on a 2014 programmatic consultation. As the Forest 
Service states in its objection response letter: 

Response: As noted by the objector, effects to the wolverine were not 
analyzed in the project BA However, it.was noted in the BA that he 
"Effects of the project on wolverine (Gulo gulo luscus}, a species 
proposed for listing, was conducted under the 2014 Programmatic 
Biological Assessment for the North American Wolverine (USDA 
Forest Service 2014b,.USDl Fish and Wildlife Service 2014b)." 

The FWS provided a·letter.ofconcurrence in. response to the 
programmatic BA(project ftle doc: Fl_lSS): ... Of 211 the factor 
descnqed in the programmatic BA, c~!~•~hange is the only pri~ ary 
threat. Other activities (including prescribed-fn-e) were determined not 
a thre~t. 

. ! 

The objector suggests that the Forest Secyice1 did .not use the best 
available science in its ~alysis of.itnpacts,on_wolyerine .... , Th~ 
inf onnation used in the analysis. ~clude&,re.search from 2010 
(Copeland et al.) and 2013 (Inman et al.) that were used to aid in 
quantification of wolverine habitat in the project area and to c · the 
itnpo$nce of high elevation areas for- wolverine. In addition, the O 14 
programmatic BA utilized, the. best available scientific illformation 
provided by the.Proposed Rule to list the wolverine .. , , 

I 

The 20.14 pi;ogra:mnµitie-biological assessment.is pr~ed entirely on 
Proposed Listing Rule; it does not cite any scientific literature in suppo of its 
conclusions,Jbut :instead sitnply cites to the 2013 Proposed Listing Rule. , In tum, . 
the 2013 Proposed Listing Rule represented that'"[ f]ew effects to wolve ines. from 
land management actions such as grazing, timber harvest, and prescribe fire have 
been documented." The 2013 Proposed ListingRule was issued on Feb ry 4, 
2013 and did not consider any pu,blished scientific :literature issued after O ii. 
Thus, the programmatic biological assessment does not eveQ consider, uch less 
apply, any scientific research published after 2012. 
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Over the past 8 years, new research on wolverines has been published that 
undermines the agencies' original assumptions. For example, in August 2013, a new 
published, peer-reviewed scientific journal article was issued that disproves the 
assumptions. The article published in the Canadian Journal of Zoology found: 

We surveyed wolverines at '.120 sites along a natural and anthropogenic 
gradient using hair trapping and noninvasive genetic tagging. We used 
abundance estimation, generalized linear, and hierarchical models to 
determine whether abundance and occurrence was best predicted by 
natural land cover, topography, footprint, or a combination. 
Wolverines were more abundant in rugged areas protected from 
anthropogenic development. Wolverines were less likely to occur 
at sites with oil and gas e~plonilion, forest harvest~ or burned 
areas, even after acbountingfor'tlie effect of topography. The relative 
paucity of wolverines in human-impacted portfons'ofth'is range edge 
suggests that effective conseivation requires managing landscape 
development, and research on the proximal mechanisms behind this 
relationship. · ' ' ·, - · 

Fisher et al. 2013. Wolverines (Gulo gulo luscus) on the Rocky Mountain slopes: 
natural heterogeneity and landscape alteration as predictors of distribution. Can. J. 
Zool 91: 706-716 (2013)(atfach~d). ''Abcordingly, the 'agencies can no longer in 
good faith ignore the. impacts on wolveritJ.e from oil and gas exploration, forest 
harvest, or burning. The agencies ~e obligated to conserve the wolverine, and to 
do that effectively 'requires "managing landscape development," not ignoring it and 
pretending it poses no threati to Wolv~is. . . 

• •• r-•"' ' 
' ' } ) . 

Additionally, ~xteflsive on'~the.:.ground :wolverine tracking efforts in the Helena -
Lewis and Clark National Forest have disproven the Copeland model's· ' 
assumptions of wolverine habitat, which were adopted by the 2013 Proposed Rule 
and thus adopted by the programmatic biological assessment: 

' . )". . . '. 

Wolverine ~xpert Jeff Copeland once defmed wo~erine habitat as · 
being from 200m above to 200m below timberline. We estimated - · 
timberline to be approximately 8,400 feet in the Ogden Mountain to 
Nevada Creek Region; ·based upon peaks along the nearby Continental 
Divide and in the Scapegoat Wilderness. We then analyzed 246 
wolverine location data points (wolverine tracks, confirmed scats and 
hairs, and back track coordinates) from our four winters of study, 
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representing a minimum of five wolverines (from DNA samples). he 
mean elevation of these points was 5,956 feet, or 745m below 
timberline, and the minimum elevation was 4,960 feet, or 1,058m. 
below timberline. 

A more recent analysis by Copeland mapped. snow persistence ov r a 
seven-year period as an indicator pf wolverine habitat. T~ anaiy is 
showed that most of the Ogden Mountain to Nevada Cr~ek Regio 
did not haye persistent snow. during those seven years, and 
presumably would not be considered good wolverine habitat. 

Because our wolverine us.e_ data c9ntradict these attempts ._to de(m 
wolverine habitat based upon. elevation and/or persistent snow, o 
project represents an inter~sting case study ofwqlverine behavior, and 
our results bring up oth~~ )nteresting questions. 

, 
Regardless of these questions, our da~ ,4en:ionstrate that the Ogd 
Mountain to Nevada Creek Region represents valuable arid heavi 
used wolverine habitat that would not even be considered as wolv rine 
habitat in other analyses. 

, • , ,• l ~' 

Gehman _et al (April 2014) .. sn:ow-Tracking,S~eys ~n th~'I-Ielena Natl nalForest. 
, ,, 

The fact that ~olverines in this area are heavily using habitat that "wpu1 
be considered as :wolverine habitf!t'' under the Cop~lanc(model is deeply 
because the 2013 Proposed Rule and p~ogr~tic biological assessm rely so 
heavily on this snowpack and elevation model to apply the precaution ry 
principle and best available1science as required by the BSA, the ag~nc;ies ust re
examine their heavy re~ce qn elevation ai{,d snow pack wl}.en modelin wolverine 
habitat. · ' · · .. . · • .· 

Finally, the same on-the-ground wolverine tracking efforts have also doc · ented 
"[ d]eclining detections .of carnivores during th~ past several winters [that coincided 
with large-scale.logging along Telegraph.Creek 'and the Continental Divii. south of 
MacDonald Pass, and, increased snowm?bile activity in ~he region." · It· is not 
plausible for the agencies to continue to argue .that· tand management act· 'ties pose 
no threat to wolverine. . -

l 

For these reasons, the agencies mustreinitiate programmatic BSA consu 
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wolverine because there is new information that reveals effects on wolverine that 
have not yet been considered. Alternatively, or in addition, the programmatic ESA 
consultation violates the ESA for failure to apply the best available science. 
Alternatively or in addition, the agendes must address this new information/best 
available science during Project-level consultations. 

If the violations of law descnbed above are not cured within 60 days, the Alliance 
intends to file suit for declaratory and injunctive relief, as well as attorney and 
expert witness fees and costs. 

Sincerely, 
Isl Rebecca K Smith 
Rebecca K. Smith, Counsel for Notifier 

cc: U.S. Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
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was with NC-7 {Table 6). Unfortunately, hair samples collected on gun brushes m unted at 
the camera site yielded DNA evidence from only one of the three wolverines (HF I 3-F9. or 
NC-8). 

A fourth wolverine, HFWl 0-M3 (SC-2) also visited the primary Nevada Creek camera 
station. This wolverine, known mainly as the dominant male in the Dalton Moun in to 
Ogden Mountain area, visited the Nevada Creek camera station three times. Each · me his 
visit occurred one day after the same station was visited by one or more of the thr Nevada 
Creek wolverines: SC-2 was first photographed at this site on March 7, and NC-8 as 
photographed there on March 6; SC-2 visited next on April 22, and NC-7 and NC were 
there on April 21; and SC-2 was photographed a third time on May 20, the day r NC• 7. 
visited on May 19 {Table 7). These data suggest that wolverine SC-2 (HFW l 0-M ) was 
following the trails of the other three wolverines, and that those trails led him to e Nevada , · 
Creek camera station. 

Photographs of HFW l 3-F9 (NC-8) indicated that she suffered from extensive air loss 
during spring 2013. The first photo that showed hair loss was taken on Maren 2, 013; a 
photo taken on March 13 showed increased hair loss, and a photo from April 10 s owed 
advanced hair loss (Figure S). 

A second camera station was operated in Nevada Creek for 27 days, at a carca 
discovered while back tracking a wolverine trail on January 5, 2012; no wolverin 
to this site, but the camera recorded visits by mountain lion, red fox, coyote, and 
eagles {Table 5). 

Summary and Conclusions 

Helena Ranger District 

Although we increased the level of survey effort in the MacDonald Pass/Helen Ranger 
District study area during winter 2012-2013 compared to the previous winter (nin days, 
23 surveys, and 216 km ®V~ed in winte( 201272013, compared to one day, four urveys, and 
33 km covered in winter 2011 -~0 12), 'Ye had no success documenti?&. ~<>lv:erine r lynx 
activity. Declining detections of carnivores during the past several winters coinci ed with :') 
large-seal~ logging along Tel~graph_ <::ree_k an<l the_ Continental Divi.de south of,. . cDonalo/ 
Pass, and mcreased snowmobtle activity m the region. · ·· 

. ' 



Lincoln Ranger District 

Our fou¢1 winter of conducting carnivore surveys on the Lincoln Ranger District was very 
productive; ·with snow-track transect surveys, backtracking sessions, and remotely-triggered 
cameras once again provicling an abundance of infonnation about lynx and wolverine activity. 

r 

Surveys in the Dalton Mourttain' - Ogden Mountain area revealed high levels of lynx and 
wolverine activity, in addition to presence of mountain lions, bobcats, martens, wolves, and 
coyotes. 

With no addition of "new" lynx, the tofaf number of lynx identified from scat and hair 
samples col_lebted by WTU over' the course of this study remained the same, at seven 
(HFW10-L.-M3,HFW11-L-M4,HFWll-MS;·HFwt1-L-F6,HFWll-L-F7~HFW12-L-M8, 
and HFW 12-F9): Two of these lynx were antong the five lynxl captured and marked by the 
Forest Service ~ynx research crew in the Dalton Mountain to Ogden Mountain area during 
2012 and 20i3'(HFWll-1-L;.M5 is·alsoknown as Ml621and HFWl 1-L-F6 is also known as· 
Fl 64). Adding the three; remaining rilarked lynx (F 110: Ml 63; and M???) to the seven lynx 
mentioned abov~·ytelds a minimum of 10 .yfuc (four males, six females) that used the Dalton 
Mountain to Ogden Mountain.area during the four period ofwinter2009-2010 through winter 
2012-2013 CTable 8; Fig. 6). · ' · · ' 

With the genetic identification of two more wolverines, we now have genetic confirmation 
for seven wolverine~ that.used ~e Ogden Mountain to Nevada Creek region in four winters of 
study (Table.7; Fig; 7). These individuals include three males and four females, as follows: 
HFW10-M3 (identified from samples collecte<Hn winters·2009-2010 and'2010-2011), 
HFWI0-J:4 (Men.tiffed from one santple oolleetedin wittter'2009-2010), BDF10-M6 (first 
identified from a sample ·collected «;>ti the Beaverhead-Deetlodge National Forest in winter 
2009-2010, and then· identified frQrn samples collected in the Dalton Mountain region in· 
winters 2011-10.12 and 2012-20i3), itwo females~ HFWI2-F7 and HFW12-F8 (identified 
from samples coll~ted in winter 2011-2012)~ 'HFW 13.p9 (identified from 18 samples 
collected in wintet:2012-2013, and i<U3-Malel {identified from (?De sample collected by the 
Forest Service ctew in March 2013) .. : ·' · · ,. . _ 

Three of these s_even \_\'Olverines can be positively linked to photographs obtained at our 
camera stations operated in the Ogden Moun~ to Nevada Creek region during the past three 
winters. From examining the tin,iing and loc.ations of phptographs, backtracking ~ssions, and 
DNA sample collections, we believe that we have obtained photographs of HFW I 0-M3 
(designated SC-2 in photos; winters 2010-2011, 2011-2012, and 2012-2013), HFWIO~F4 
{designated SCrl .in photos; winters 2010-2011, 2011-2012,_and 2012-2013), and HFW13-F9 
{designated NC-~ i_nphotos; 'winters 201 l-20JZ. and 2012-2013) {Table 7; Figs. 4 atrd S). . 

Similarly, we believe it is' highly likely thot wolverine 2013-Malel is NC-9, the brother of 
NC-8 (photographed in winters 201172012 ~nd 2012-2013).' We have obtained photos of ' 
NC-7(winters.2011-2012 and 20127iol3), the mother ofNC-8 and NC-9, but have not yet 
obtained genetic samples from !his anim

0

al. For three additional wQlverines that were · 
photographed, we can only speculate that they may be among the genetically identified 

.I 
I 



individuals; it is possible that SC-3 and/or MC-4 could be represented by HFW 12- 7 and 
HFW12-F8, and possible that NC-5 could be the same animal as BDF10-M6 (Tabl 7). 

lfwe add NC-7 to the seven genetically known wolverines, we arrive at a co~se ative 
minimum of eight wolverines (five females, three males; Table 7) that used the Og en 
Mountain to Nevada Creek region during the four year study period. We ·know tha two of 
these wolverines are adult mates, two.are adult females, and that both of those fem les 
produced kits during the study period. 

11 

Snow-tracking and camera station results indicated that wolverines were active in the 
LRD study area during December 2012 and in e~h month :from January through ay 2013 .. ,, 
As in 2011 and 2012, a significant amount of the late spring and summer activity as 
centered in the vicinicy of upper Moose.Creek (Table 6; Fig. 3). Our dop~entati of 
continued periodic activity.in this region indicates that this area has ~igh value'foc olverines. 

In each of ~e past four winters, wolverin.e trails rev~led an east~west woiverin travel 
pattern across the central portion, ancl h~gher elevations, of the Dalton Mountain: gden · 
Mountain area (Fig. 7). Elevations of wolverine-tracJcs and trails i~ the Dalton Mo· ntain
Ogden Mountain area during tho$e four winters pmg~d from ~,930• .in Willow C k to 
6,730' on the saddle between Jefferson Creek and McClellan Gulch, eastofOalto Mountain. 
In Nevada Creek, documented wolverine activity occurred between 5,240' and 6,5 O' 
elevation, during three winters. 

Further analysis of our wolverine location data suggests that the Ogden Mount in to 
Nevada Creek region represents atypical wolv~qie h~~itat, Wolveruw expertJe Copeland 
once defined wolverine habitat as·being .from, ~Q0~_ab<>ye.to 2~ below timberli . e. We . 
estimated timberline to be approximately 8,40Q-(~i,;i th~ Ogd~ Mountain ~o. Ne. ada Creek 
Region, based upon peaks along the nearby Con~nental Divide and in the Sc,apeg t 
Wilderness .. We then analyzed 246·wolverine lo~on,~ta points (wolverine trac s, 
confirmed scats and hairs, an4, b~ck,trlWk coordinat~s)·from our four winters of s dy, 
representing a minimum of five, wol~erines (from,bNA, sample~). The mean elev ion of 
these points was 5,956 feet, or llim ~ timberline, and the miniplum-elevatio was 
4,960 feet, or 1,058m below timberline. · · · ' 

A more recent analysis by Copeland mapped $DOW ~rsistence ~ver 8: seven-y r period as 
an indicator of wolverine .habitat This analysis showed that mo~ of the Ogden untain to 
Nevada Creek Region did not llave pers1$tent sno~; during tho~ seven years, and . resumably 
would not .be cpnsidered good wolverine habitat. ' 

Because.our wolverine use data contrad' define wolverine 
upon elevation and/or persistent snow, our project represents an interestmg case s y of 
wofverine behavior, and our results bring up other interesting questions. For exa ple, do our 
results sugge$1: ~at wolverines are more adaptable than previously assumed? · A these' 
results ap indication that wolverines are expanding their range, and thereby shifti g their 
distribution into lower elevation habitats? Do other similar wolverine "hot spots" exist within 
the Helena National ~orest, the Southwest Crown of the Continent, the northern ocky 
Mountains? · · 
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Regardless of these questions, our data demonstrate that the Ogden Mountain to Nevada 
Creek Region represents valuable and heavily used wolverine habitat that would not even b~ 
considered as wolverine habitat in,other analyses. Perhaps this region possesses other 
characteristics that are attractive to wolverines and thereby compensate for elevation and/or 
snow cover. Such characteristics might include: 1) food availability - top level predators 
such as mountain lions, wolves, and human big game hunters provide feeding opportunities in 
the form of carrion, and we have documented numerous cases in which wolverines fed on elk 
and deer carcass remains; the region also supports high densities of small mammal prey 
species including snowshoe hare, red squirrel, and woodrat, and.w.~_have .docu~ented 
wolverine feeding sites that involved each of these species; 2) dense forest cover- numerous 
,micro~habitius within the region include understory vegetation that is nearly impenetrable to 

, humans, and such 8re8!.. ma)'. represent patches of "secure0 habitat to wolverines; ~d 
3) unique geologic features ~ in numerous places there are large rock outcroppings, or 
boulder fields, that provide'~helter, thennoregulation.oppo~ides, and perhaps den sites for 
wolverines; we have followed wolverine tracks leading into ,such features many tii:nes, and .. _ 
have obtained photographs of several different wolverines repeatedly using one such boulder 
field in upper Moose Creek; one feature of ~ese· boulder fields is that they collect significant 
accumulations of snow in the winter. ~- w~ have observed that the lower levels of snow, 
within the spaces between rocks eventuall .turn into ice at this· ists 
into summer e.g. July 2011 and July 2012); the resulting cooler temperatures within boulder 
fields may be attractive to wolverines and miiy serve as a substjtute_f~r hig!ier elevation 
hfbitat that is generally associated wiih wolverine summer activity. ~ ---,,--- ~ 

The presence of at least rep lynx and at l~t e.~ght wolverines in the portion of the Lincoln 
Ranger District south ofHighway 200 during d,,e past four ~~ •. plus confirmation of 
reproduction by both lynx and wolverines in the·region during the past three years, ,and the 
location of a unique wolverine rendezvous site indicate that this area represents extremely 
important h~bitat for these 1:Wo rare carnivores,.' '. . . . . . 
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Wolverines ( Gulo gulo luscus) on ~he Rotky Mountain slope : natural 
heterogeneity and landscape alteration as predictors· of; stribution 
J.T. Fisher, S. Bradbury, B. Anholt, L Nolan, L. Roy, J.P. Volpe, and M Wheatley 

Introduction 

Abstract: A species' ocrurrence can~ influenced by natural and anthropog~<; factors: dil;entarigliingthese is a precursor to 
understanding the mechanisms of distnbution. Anthropogenic factors may be especially importan at contracting range edges. 
We test this premise for wolverines (Gulo gulo luscus t.; 1758) at the edge of their Rocky Mountain range in Alberta, Canada, a 
mosaic of nattmtl heterogeneity and extensive landscape development; As wolverines have a sus ected negative response to 
human activity; we hypothesized their occurrence on the Rockies' slopes is predicted by a com . · tion of natural and anthro
pogenic features. We surveyed wo\v¢nes at 120 sites along ~ natur<!l and ~opo~enic gradi using hair trapping and 
noninvasive genetic tagging. We us~a abundance estimation; gen~alizE!d•linear, and hleratchic:il odels to detennine whether 
abundance and ocrurrence was best:predirted by natural land cover,• topography, footprint, ora co bination. Wolverines were 
more abundant in rugged areas protected from anthropogenic develo_pment. Wolverines were less . elyto occur at sites with oil 
and gas exploration, forest harvest, or burned areas, even after ,a.ccoup.png for the effect-of topogr phy. The relative paucity of 
wolverines in human-impacted portions of this range· edge suggests that effective conservation r uires managing landscape 
development, and research on the proximal mechanisms behind this relationship. 

·. • . f I ~ , 
Key words: range edge, wolverine, Gulo gulo luscus, occupancy m~dr&,.abJJrulance estimation. habit fragmentation. landscape 
scale. · · I " 

R~11lm: La presence d'une especeenunlieudonne peut etrejrifhtenceeparfles facteurs naturels et : la comprehension des 
mecanismes de repartition commence entre autres·par la darificatioti des-roles de ces facteurs. Les fact · peuvent s'averer 
particulierement importants aux bordures d 'aires de repartition ericontraction. Nous verifions cette h pour le carcajou (Gulo 
gulo lusCU$ L. 1758) a la bordure de son aire de rep¥aQ<>n 4!lns les mol_l.tagnes Rocheuses de l' (Canada), une mosaique 
d'heterogeneite naturelle et de secteurs amenages. Coinme U. esfsoupi;onne que le carcajou reagit n "venient al'activite hnmaine, 
nous avons postule que sa presence sur ies pentes des Roch'euses pent et:re predite parune combinaison e catacteristiques natureiles 
et anthropiques. Nous avons etudie des carcajous en 120 sites le long d'l,tngradient naturel et mthropi e en utilisant le prelevement 
depoilsal'aidedepiegesetlemarquagegenetiquenoninvasif.Nousavonsutilisel'estimationdel'abon eetdesmodeleslineaires 
generalises et hierarchiques pour detenniner si le meilleur predicteur del'abondance et de la presenc en un site etait la couverture 
naturelle du sol le relief, l'empreinte OU une combinaison de~ facteurs. Les carcajous etaient p abondants dans les secteurs 
acddentes proteges de l'amenagement humain. Ils etaient moins suscepables d'etre presents dans des · es d'exploitation petroliere 
et gaziere et de coupe forestiere ou dans des brfilis, et ce, meme en tenant compte de l'effet du relief. rarete relative des carcajous 
dans les portions de cette bordure d'aire de repartition touchees par des impacts d'origine hnmaine · e croire que la conservation 
efficace necessite la gestion de l'amenagement du paysage et de la recherche sur les mecanismes pro • ux qui sous-tendent cette 
relation. [Traduit par la Redaction] 

Mots-cits: bordure d'aire de repartition. carcajou, Gulo gulo luscus, modeles d'occupation. estimation de l' 
!'habitat, echelle du paysage. 

Habitat loss, fragmentation. and alteration are a primary cause 
of many species' declines, and remain a pervasive anthropogenic 
phenomenon affecting ecological systems (Fahrig 1997, 2003). De
termining the correlates of a species' spatial distribution across 
heterogeneous (and fragmented) landscapes is a key precursor to 
elucidating the ecological processes creating those patterns (e.g., 
Wiens et al. 1993). In particular, disentangling natural from an
thropogenic conelates of distribution is a necessary requirement 
for effective conservation and management. and is often demanded 

when species conservation potentially nflicts with economic.ally 
important landscape development. This task is further complicated 
because pattern and process can e markedly among land-
scapes as ecological and spatial contexts e, potentially prevent-
ing reliable inference from other lan capes (Fisher et al. 2005; 
Wheatley and Johnson 2009); this may b particularly true of circum
boreal species distnbuted over highlyv ·ed landscapes, such as wol
verines (Gulo gulo L., 1758). 

Wolverines once inhabited boreal, dra, and mountain habitats 
across North America and Eurasia (Pas· chniak-Arts and Lariviere 
1995) but their range has contracted, and populations declined, 
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since European colonization· (Weaver et al. 1996; Laliberte and 
Ripple 2004; Aubty et al. 2007). On the eastern edge of their Rocky 
Mountain range in the province of Alberta, wolverines are listed 
as •Data deficient", reflecting a lack of sufficient data for legal 
designation (Petersen 1997; Alberta Fish and Wildlife Division 
2008). Historical trapping records suggest wolverines were distnl>
uted across Alberta's Rocky Mountains, adjacent foothills, and 
boreal forests (Petersen 1997; Poole and Mowat 2001; Alberta Fish 
and Wildlife Division 2008), but their current distnl>ution re
mains unknown and wolverines' range here receives continued 
human perturbation. 

This landscape is a topographically diverse conifer forest mo
saic with oil and gas exploration, forest harvesting, coal mining, 
roads, and motorized recreational access. All of these impacts 
remove forest cover or increase human access, but of these oil and 
gas exploration is the most spatially extensive. It produces vety 
narrow seismic lines-ca. 3 m wide linear corridors cut into 
forests-crisscrossing the landscape in densities sometimes ex
ceeding 25 kmfkm2 (see also Schneider et al. 2003). Seismic lines 
remove forest cover and lll<!rj!ase access for industrial activities 
(heavy-truck haulage, well pads, and pipelines) and motorized 
recreation (snowmobiles and off-road vehicles). Extensive spatial 
linear features and accomp~ying human activity are known to 
affect the movement, distn'bution, and ecological interactions of 
other mammals in this region (Whittington et al. 2005; Muhly 
et al. 2011; Fisher et al. 2012; McKenzie et al. 2012). 

This anthropogenic mosaic grades into rugged, high-aevation: 
mountain landscapes largely protected from anthropogenic foot- . 
print. The current edge of wolverines' distribution is believed to 
straddle this gradient (Laliberte and Ripple 2004), but the land
scape features contnl>uting to range demarcation (and by infer
ence, range contraction) remain unknown. Natural features likely 
have an effect; we suspected that habitat alteration has a signifi
cant added effect that has gone unnoticed, or has been absorbed 
into a shifting baseline (sensu Pauly 1995) of wolverine rarity: 
Wolverines elsewhere avoi<;l human-disturbed areas.(CatToll et al. 
2001; Rowland et al, 2003; May et al,: 2~) and recreationa:t and 
industrial activity (Krebs et al. 2~'7). H1lllWl activities ~ch as 
trapping, poaching, and .road. mortality have·. ac<;oll,])ted for 46% 
(North America; Iq-ebs et al. 2004) to 52% (Scan~via; Persson 
et al. 2009) of lcnown-caµse wolverine mo~ties ac:r;oss ~eir 
range. These ~tudies focuss~d on individu,al J;nc;>rtality and site 
selection via telemetty. none have systematically examinec) wot: 
verine abundance and occurrence across a,graqient oflandsc~ 
development and natural heterogeneity t~ ~xamine 'the relative 
contribution of each in demarcating wolverine distribution. This 
wa~ our objective. ' · ., · ·' · . ; 

We hypothesized that woiverines wot,tld be more abun<4nt'iii 
areas without landscape development and that the probability of 
wolverine occurrence varies along a spatial gradient as a ftmction 
of (i) land cover, (ii) topography, and (iii) the degree oflan,dscape 
alteration, measured as seismic-line density and the percentage of 
area regenerating from furest fire and timber harvest. We.,pre
dicted that wolverine·abundance and occurrence would increa.se 
withland cover and topographic heterogeneity and decrease will) 
habitat alteration. .-, 

Materials and methods· 
To test these hypotheses, we used noninvasive genetic tagging 

(NGf) through hair trapping (Waits 2004; Kendall and McKelvey 
2008) to survey spatial patterns of wolverine occurrence (e.g., 
Flagstad et al. 2004; Mulders et al. 2007; Hedmark and Ellegren 
2007; Fisher et al. 2011; Magoun et al. 2011). For robust inference, 
we related these parameters to landscape composition ming 
three approaches: abundance estimation models (Amstrup et al. 
2010), species distnlmtion models (Franlclin and Miller 2009), 
and occupancy models (MacKenzie et al. 2002, 2006), ranked in an 
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information-theoretic frameworlc, to determine those factors 
that best explained wolverine occurrence. 

Study area 
We sampled wolverine occurrence along an approximately 

east-west gradient (trending to northwest-southeast) spanning 
the Main Ranges, Front Ranges, and Upper Foothills of the Rocky 
Monntains in Alberta, Canada (Fig. 1). The area receives high pre
cipitation and winter snow accumulation >2 m. The western end 
of the gradientis topographically rugged with peaks up to 3000 m, 
steep-sloped ridges, and wide valley bottoms. Slopes are forested 
by Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmanni Pany ex Engelm.) and sub
alpine fir (Abies lasioalrpa (Hook.) Nutt.). The mountains grade east
ward into subalpine, upper foothills, and montane natural 
subregions (Downing and Pettapiece 2006), with elevations rang
ing to 1700 m. Forests are commonly mixed mature lodgepole 
pine (Pinus contorta Douglas ex Loudon) with white spruce (Picea 
glauca (Moench) Voss) or balsam fir (Aines balsamea (L.) Mill.). The 
west is protected from development within the Wtllmore Wilder
ness Area, a 4600 km2 conservation area exempt from forest har
vesting, mining, petroleum exploration, roads, and motorized 
transport, though with recreation, off-road. trails, and large bums. 
From the Willmore, the landscape grades into an increasingly 
intensive networ',< of roads and seismic lines for petroleum explo
ration (Fig. 2); conirer forests have beep hatvested since approxi
mately 1955. This is a mosaic landscape of different forest stand 
ages, habitat alteration, motorized access, and industrial and rec
reational human ae:tivity. Fur trapping occurs across both land
scapes with about <5 animals taken each year (Petersen 1997; 
Poole and Mowat 2001). · 

Experimental desjgn 
Methods and design mim>r Fisher et al. (2011, 2012). Wolverine 

occurrence was sampled with noninvasive genetic tagging (NGf) 
via hair sampling at 120 survey sites (Fig. 3). Hair traps consisted of 
a tree loosely wrapped with Gaucho• barbed wire (Bekaert, Brus
sels, Belgium). We baited this tree witli a large (ci. 15' kg) skinned 
beaver carcass and O'Gonnan's LDC extra scent lure (O'Gonnan's 
Co., Montana, USA). Sampling sites were deployed in eady Decem-. 
ber and sampled monthly through the, end of March-a period 
when food is scarce and bait is most effective pi attracting 
mammals. We ,sampled wtthin a systematic prob;tbilistic design. 
Where no motorized access exists, we employed a systematic de
sign ~nstrained by helicopter access aniavalanche risk. Sixty-six 
sites were placed 5727 ± 1574 m (mean± SD) apart;' 30 were sam
pled in 2006-2007 and 36 in . ioo7-2008, for a total area of 
-4200 lm12 sapipled. Where motorized access exists, this system
atic design was const:J:ained by road and trail ;tccess. Fifty-four 
foothills sites were deployed 4335 ± 5;218 m (mean± SD) apart. We 
sa"llpled from early December through March 2004-2005, and 
again in 2005-2006; the first year's.data, \Vere used in abundance 
estimatjon only. . 

Hair samples weJ:l! collected monthly from the barbed-wire hair 
traps using sterile techniques. Specie_~ w~re identified from follic
ular DNA (Wildlife Genetics International, Nelson, British Colum
bia, Canada). DNA was extracted from hairs using QlAGEN®'s. 
DNEasy1N Tissue Kits (QlAGEN, Hilden, Gennany) and analysed to 
identify species using sequence-based analysis of the 16S rRNA 
gene of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) (sensu Johnson and O'Brien 
1997), then ,compared with a DNA reference libraty of known 
mammal.species. Samples identified as wolverine were assayed 
using microsatellite analysis to identify unique individuals using 
seven microsatellite markers, a number considered adequate for 
genetic capnu-e;nark-recapture studies (Paetkau 2004). We 
summed wolverine presences across 3 months (Dec.-Jan., Jan.-Feb., 
Feb.-Mar.) to yield a 0-3 count of species occurrences at each site
the dependent .data for species distn"bution models. Monthly 

.. Published by NRC Research Press 
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Fig. 1. Presence (triangles) and absence (circles) of wolverines (Gulo gulo luscus) at 120 hair-trapping stations in the ont Ranges. Main Ranges. 
and Foothills of the Rocky Mountains of west-central Alberta, Canada. This landscape is a mosaic of high-elevation alpine patches, mid
elevation subalpine forests, and montane and foothills forests. The western portion of the study area is protected om anthropogenic 
development within the Willmore Wtlderness Area (black border). 

0 10 20 
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OCCUITences by i,ndividual.s ,informed ~p~ ,hist~ries for abun-
dance estimation models. -

Abundance estimation 
We used the Rcapture -package (Baillargeon and Rivest 2007) in 

program R version 2.14.2 (R Development Core Team 2012) to es
timate wolverine abundance. It is not feasible to relate· abundance 
to the gradient of anthropogenic disturbance (since abundance is 
calculated for discrete areas, whereas the gradient is ·continuous); 
However, legislated landscape protection plays a role in the de0 

gree of disturbance (together with surface accessibility, existing 
land tenures, underlying geomorphofogy'. and petroleum prices), 
so we asked whether wolv'erine abundance differed between the 
protected and the unprotected portions bf the gradient. Models 
assumed a demographically closed population: mortality rates 
among a small population oflarge carnivores ate expected to be 
near-zero over a 3-month period; our sampling period pre-dates 
mean kit emergence; dispersal occurs in this period (Inman et al. 
2012), but there is no evidence that immigFation differs from em
igration. Rcapture calculates loglinear mark-recapture models 
(Cormack 1989) based on flexible assumptions of (i) no variation iri 
hail--trap capture probability among individuals, M0; (ii) variation 
in space, Mh; (iii) variation through time, M,; (iv) variation in time 
and space, Mth; (v) behavioural variation resulting in a trap effect, 
Mb. Chao's (1987), Darroch et al.'s (1993), and Poisson (Rivest and 
Baillargeon 2007) model variants were also calculated. We se
lected the model with assumptions (heterogeneity, behaviour, 
temporal variability) that adequately fit.the modelled data-a key 
requirement of abundance models (Baillargeon and Rivest 2007) 
that is reflected in low standard errors--balanced by model devi
ance and parsimony (Akaike's information criterion (AIC) score; 
Burnham and Anderson 2002). The foothills provided a sample 

Hs 

size too small for mark-re~pture - alysis. Because wolverine 
detectability was the same in eacli s dy area (see Results), we 
couilassume the ratio of detected a . als inside and outside the 
Willmore apprqximated the ratio of tal animals in these two 
areas 'and applied MacKenzie and end-all's (2002) equation, 
whiqi esffillates relative abundances y adjusting for detection 
probabilities Wm occupancy models. In both cases, we divided 
the abundance estimate from this m el by the estimated effec
tive sampling area (e.g., Williams et' . 2002), calculated in GIS 
(.i\rcGIS version 9.3; ESRI, Inc., Redlan s, California, USA) by buff
ering points in the sampling array wi a 100 km2 circle, approx
imating half a mean adult wolverine home range in Canadian 
molll}tain landscapes (Banci 1987, ). -

Landscape quantification. 
Landscape composition (habitat av 

ing a LandSat thematic-mapped GIS 1 
rating a digital elevation model, wi a habitat-identification 
algorithm that classified 16 land-cov r types (McDermid et al. 
2009). Eight natural land-cover variabl s ocCWTed sufficiently of
ten in the study area to allow mode · . closed conifer forest, 
moderate conifer forest, open conifer forest, mixedwood forest, 
open wetland, upland shrubs, uplan herbaceous'habitats, and 
regenerating areas (for de scrip ti om se McDermid et al. 2009). We 
calculated a topographic ruggedness · dex {fRI; Riley et al. 1999) 
based on a 25 m digital elevation mode data from the All>ertaBase 
Data set. Seismic line-- density 2) obtained from govern
ment digital map inventory was used as a sUITogate for anthro
pogenic habitat alterat;ion and human ctivity. Seismic lines mark 
current and,past oil and gas explorati n, are correlated with cur
rent industrial activity (wellpads, . sites, and pipelines), and 
provide recreational motorized acce s: They are also spatially 
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Fig. 2. Presence (triangles) and' absence (circles) of wolverines (Gulo gulo luscus) at 120 hair-trapping stations in the Front Ranges, Main Ranges, 
and Foothills of the Rocky Mountains of west-central Alberta. Canada. The protected area of the Willmore Wilderness (black border) has two 
large burns (grey patches), whereas the landscape outside is a mosaic of trails and off-road motorized access, seismic lines for oil and gas 
development (thin lines), roads (thick lines), and forest harvesting (grey patches). 
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extensive, so lend themselves to modelling habita,t alteration at 
large spatial scales. We used ArcGlS version 9.3 Spatial Analyst, 
spatial analysis routines, and the Regional Analysis function of 
Patch Analyst to calculate the percentage of each. variable within 
a 5000 m radius buffer (78.5 km2) around each sampJing site .. This 
area produces best-fit models for wolverines ~ong a range of 
scales, and although some overlap aJ\lOng buffers ~sts, there is 
no evidence of inflation of type I error or biased estimates (Fishi:t: 
et al. 2011). 

Hierarchical occupancy modelling 
·species detection is often imperfect and decrease~ with in~as

ing rarity (MacKenzie et a.1:2005, 2006). Species occupancy at a site 
(,J,) can be modelled in conjunction with its probability of detec'. 
tion (p): the probability 'of detecting that species if present 
(Macl<enzi~ et al. 2006). lfWcilverine p differed between'the design 
constraints (avalanche vs. 'trail), this might confound the habitat 
selection analysis. To ensure that data from across- the entire 
study area could be reliably combined in generalized linear mod
els for the habitat selection analysis, we tested whether p varied 
among design constraints, or through time, and whether signifi
cant landscape predictors' of wolverine occupancy would mirror 
those from generalized linear models. We used custam single
season hierarchical occupancy models in software PRESENCE ver
sion 4.9 (Hines 2006). Detection histories comprised monthly 
wolverine detections and nondetections at each site, repeated 
across 3 months. Models assumed ,J, was either constant, or varied 
with topographic ruggedness, seismic-line density, regenerating 
fire and cutblocks, or a rombination of ruggedness and seismic-

line density. Models further assumed that p was either constant, 
or differed ~ong sampljng constraints, or through time, or a 
combination of these. We,ranked models by AIC weights and 
calculated evidence ratios (ERs) to weigh support for each covari
ate. From per-survey estimates of p, w~ calptlated ~e probability 
of f~se absence (pfa) for a given SUfVey duration as (1- p)• (Long 
and Zielinski 2008), with t. = 3 independ~nt surveys. 

Habitat selection 
We used generalized linear models to test hypotheses about 

wolverines' relationship to landscape composition, since these 
are more flexible than occupancy models for this purpose. Be
cause there were no differences in detectability among sites, the 
response variable was the frequency of monthly wolverine detec
tions and-nondetections at each. site (0-3), across the study area. 
Habitat selection varies with habitat availal,ility, and we had no a 
priori hypotheses about wolverines' relationships with natural 
landscape features in this landscape, with the exception of regen
erating areas. To reduce the seven nondisturbance land-cover.vari
ables for model' selection (Burnham and Anderson 2002), we used 
generalized linear models (Poisson errors, log link; R version 
2.14.2) and· the minimum adequate model approach (Crawley 
2007) to identify which. land-cover variables best explained wol
verine occurrence data. The percentage ofmixedwood forest was 
the only significant land-cover predictor. We additionally re
tained the "regenerating areas" variable--which. included burned 
and harvested areas greater than -10 years old-to test hypothe
ses •about disturl>ed habitat. We then formulated 12 competing 
hypotheses about the importance of elevation, landscape ruggedness, 
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Fig. 3. Occurrence of wolverines (Gulo gulo lllSCIIS) was sampled with noninvasive genetic tagging.via hair sampli in the Rocky Mountains of 
Alberta, Canada. Hair traps consisted of a tree loosely wrapped with barbed ~e. baited with a large skinned beav 
Cameras placed on traps showed this method was effective at detecting wolverines. 

mixedwood forest cover, seismic,.line density, and regenerating 
areas in explaining wolverine ocCU1Tence (Table 1). We ranked 
models based on AIC scores 'and normalized AIC weights '(which 
describe the weight of evidence in support of· each model; 
Burnham and Anderson2002). We summed AIC weights and cal
culated ERs (Anderson 2008) to summarize the overall importance 
of each variable in. explaining wolverine occun-ence; ER= 2 sug
gests there is twice the evidence for'inclusioh of an explanatoiy 
variable than its exclusion. We averaged the parameter estimates 
of the top models using R package MuMln (Bart6n 2012). 

Results 
Abundance 

l • 

We identified 26 wolverines within the Willmore Wilderness 
Park (12 males, 14 femal~. at 66 sites), with overlapping space use 
(Fig. 4). The Mr model had low AIC score and low SE (1.3), estimat
ing 27.2 wolverines. However, wolverine capture probability was 
heterogeneous and varied through time, thus fitting the Mth Chao 
model assumptions (Table 2), which estimated 28 wolverines (SE= 
2.2) in this protected area. Other models' assumptions were un
supported by data, had higher AIC scores, or produced imprecise 
parameter estimates (Table 2). With 28 wolverines in an effective 
sampling area of 4140 km2 , we estimated density as 1 wolverine/ 
148 km2, or 6.8 wolverines/1000 km2 • 

1n the developed landscape to the east of the Willmore Wilder
ness, we detected five wolverines in year 1 (two males, three fe
males, at 54 sites). Following pipeline installation through some 
sites, ohly three of these were detected, in year 2 (Fig. 4). We 
estimated seven wolverines. in this landscape in 2004-2005 and 
four wolverines in 2005-2006. With an effective sampling area of 

2334 km2 in 2004-2005, we estimat density as 1 wolverine/ 
333 km2 , or 3 wolverines/1000 km2 • e sampled 2260 km2 in 
2005-2006 and· estimated density as 1 wolverine/565 km2, or 
1.8 wolverinesflOOO km2• ' 

r • 

Occupancy and probability of det 
Wolverine.detectability did not vaiy etween the two sampling 

design constraints. There was little e idence that p varied with 
sampling constraint· alone ·(ER = (J.03) or with a combination of 
survey period and sampling constrai (ER = 0.37; Table 3). This 
evidence indicates that wolverines we equally detectable, when 
present, regardless of whether,.the s stematic design was con
strained by avalanclie or road acce~s. qual detectability among 
sites justifies the use of cot,nbined da,ta· cross the entire study area 
within species distribution models· for habitat selection analysis. 
There was sot,ne eviden,ce that the pro bility of wolverine detec
tion increased January through March R = 1.22; Fig. 5); The best
supported model suggests that ilfte 3 months of hair:-trap 
surveys. there was an 87% pro1lability f correctly assigning a site 
as o,ccupf ed via hair;-trapping (pfa = 0. 3). Accounting for p, wol
verines were more likely to occupy .si with increasingly rugged 
topography (IAIC weights = 0.70, ER= 2.31). There was weak evi
dence that occupancy varied with bo ruggedness and seismic,. 
line density (!AIC, weights = 0.30, R = 0.43). There was no 
evidence that wolverine occupancy v · ed with amount of regen-
erating area after timber hatvest for (ER = 0.0). 

Habitat sel~n 
Wolverines were more likely to oc in more topographically 

rugged terrain · and areas where ind trial. activity and habitat 
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Table 1. Hypotheses about association of wolverines (Glllo gulo luscus) with features of the Alberta 
landscape and the corresponding models used to assess the explanatory variables. 

Model Hypothesis: wolverine occurrence is predicted by 

1 Global model: proportion of mixedwood forest cover, proportion of regenerating areas, 
• ' seismic-line density, landscape 1uggedness, and sample-site elevation 

2 Mixedwood forest cover, regenerating areas, seismic-line density, and landscape ruagedness 
3 Mi](edwood forest-cover, regenerating areas, and seismic-line density 
4 Mixedwood forest_ coxer and regenerating areas 
5 Regenerating, areas only 
6 Regenerating areas and.seismic-line density 
7 Regenerating areas, selsmic-~_density, and landscape ruggedness 
8 Seismic-line density .pid landscape ruggedness 
9 Landscape ruggedness only 
10 Mixedwood forest and landscape ruggedness 
11 . Mixedw~d forest and seismic-line density 
12 ~edwood forest, •seismic-line density, and landscape ruggedness 

711 

Fig. 4. Minimum convex f)olygons (MCP) of~~patial detection ranges• of~olverine (Gulo,gulo luscus) individuals (identified by names) detected 
at > 1 site in the Main Ranges, -Front Ranges, and Foothll)s of the Rocl,(y Mountains of west-central Alberta, Canada. Twenty-six wolverines were 
detected \\>ithin the Willmore WIiderness Park (black border); outside the Park, we detected 5 wolverines in 2004-2005 (shown) and only 3 of 
these again in 2005-2006. Wolverines were detected but n-0t identified, or detected only.once, at triangles outside MCPs and undetected at 
circles; · 

· I · Willmore 
i · Wilderness 

0 10 

km 

• • 

alteration was low. Wolverine dcCUJTence was negatively'reJated 
to. seismic-line density (ER= 499) and was positivelfreI.ate'd to 
landscape ruggedness (ER= 61.5) (Table 4). Regenerating'~as 'w~ 
related to wolverine 0CCUJ.TeilCe (ER= 249), but this relationship is 
more difficult to decipher. The parameter estimate for_REGEN was 
unstable in the multivariate model; it was negative in the single
variable model, but positive in the multi-variable model (Table 5), 
since regenerating areas and ruggedness were negatively cone
lated (see Caveats). Additional'variables· did not sufficiently im
prove explanatocy power ·to warrant the penalty for an added 
parameter (Arnold 2010). · · ' 

• 

. ·• • • 

• • 

• 

• •• •,• 
• • 

,Jasper National Park 

Discunion 

• 

Wolverine abundance differed between landscapes 
1he rugged, undeveloped end of the study.area had 2-3 times 

the. wolverine density of the less-rugged, developed end. By com
parison, with 80% of the spatial effort (but twice the temporal 
effort) we identified only five wolverines outside the undeveloped 
Willmore 'Wilderness. Wolverine densities vary widely across 
western North America, ranging from 3 to 20 wolverines/1000 km2, · 

depending on location, trapping pressure, and habitat quality 
(Homocker and Hash 1981; Banci and Harestad 1990; Lofroth and 
Krebs 2007; Golden et al. 2007; Inman et al. 2012). Many of these 
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Table 2. Estimated abundance of wolverines (Gulo gulo luscus) in the. 
Rockies of west-central Alberta, based on Rcapture models with flex
ible assumptions of (i) no variation in hair-trap capture probability 
among individuals, M0 ; (ii) variation among individuals only, Mh; 
(iii) variation through time, M,: (iv) variation in time and individuals, 
Mth; (v) behavioural variation resulting in a trap effect, Mb; and Otao's 
(1987), Darroch et al's (1993), and Poisson (Rivest and Baillargeon 2007) 
model variants. 

Abundance Model 
Model estimate SE deviance df AIC score 

Mo 27.8 1.7 17.09 5 39.72 
M, 27.2 1.3 6.58 3 33.21 
Mb 51.7 38.0 4.36 4 28.99 
Mbh 35.0 23.6 3.98 3 30.61 
MthChao 28.2 2.2 4.75 2 33.38 
MthDarroch 33.2 10.9 4.75 2 33.38 
MthPoisson 30.0 4.7 4.75 2 33.38 

_No~: SE. standard error; df, degrees of ~om: AIC:, ~ke's information 
cntenon. . 

estimates are now 20-30 years old and!none examines density 
estimates across landscapes with a marked gradient of habitat altel'
ation. Our estimated 6.8 wolverines/1000 km2 is .similar to neigh
bowing British C.Olumbia (6.2 wolverines/1000 km2; Iofroth and 
Krebs 2007) and Yukon (5.6 wolverines/iOOO km2; Band and Harestad 
1990). The estimate of 2-3 wolverines/1000 km2 is lower than most 
estimates from western North America, except for recent esti
mates from Montana (3.5 wolverinesftOOO km2; Inman et al. 2012). 
The low density was unexpected, since wolverine populations 
have supported trapping throughout this region in past decades 
(Poole and Mowat 2001). Density differences inside and outside the 
protected area should be considered in the context of their close 
proximity (Fig. 3), which are <10-20 km apart in some places
much closer than wolverine home-range movements. 

We used a standard method for estimating effective samp~ 
area, but newly developed hierarchical models-which mpdel en
counter rates on spatial capture arrays as a basis for estimating 
effective sampling area-provide density estimates that some
times differ from standard methods (Gardner et al. 2009). A hiel'
archical density estimator may have changed our conclusions if 
wolverine densities had differed only slightly inside and outside 
the park; however, the magnitude of the differences that we ob
served lends strong support to our conclusions. 

Wolverines occupied rugged and undeveloped sites 
Wolverines were more likely to occur at sites with rugged to

pography and low anthropogenic footprint. Similarly, May, et al. 
(2006) found that Scandinavian wolverine home-range locations 
were better predicted by human infrastructure than by habitat. 
Wolverines avoid roads and other human development in British 
C.Olumbia (Krebs et al. 2007), Norway (May et al. 2008), Idaho 
(C.Opeland et al 2007), Montana (Calroll et al 20pl), and throughout 
the northwestern United States (Rowland et al. 2003). Inferences 
from range retractions coinciding with European colonization 
may also suggest wolverines are sensitive to human development 
at continental scales (Lahl>erte and Ripple 2004; Aubry et al. 2007). 

We used seismic lines as an indicator of anthropogenic land
scape alteration that causes habitat fragmentation and loss of 
forest canopy. Fragmentation is not synonymous with a barrier 
effect, as wolverines often cross these linear features ij.T. Fisher, 
unpublished snow-tracking data): Fragmentation can, however, 
alter ecological processes that indirectly affect species' ,distribu
tions. We hypothesize that interspecific interactions play a role. 
Wolverines have a broad prey base (Homocker and Hash 1981; 
Band and Harestad 1990; Lofroth et al. 2007) including caribou 
neonates (Gustine et al. 2006), but reproductive rates are driven by 
winter availability of ungulate carcasses (Persson 2005). Anthro-
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pogenic activity may provide predatio refuges for ungulates (e.g., 
Muhly et al. 2011) thereby reducing ss availability. Alterna-
tively, competition among carnivores y increase with fragmen-
tation and human activity; seismic · s can alter movement by 
wolves (Canis lupus L., 1758), increasing ncounter rates with other 
species and predation rates ijames and Stuart-Smith 2000; 
Whittington et al. 2005; McKenzie et . 2012), a factor implicated 
in the declines of Alberta woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus 
caribou (Gmelin, 1788)) (e.g., Sorensen t al. 2008; Schneider et al. 
2010). Seismic lines may therefore · ease competition or in-
traguild predation for wolverines. In S dinavia, wolves and Eur-
asian' lynx (Lynx lynx' (L., 1758)) are important influences on 
wolverine habitat selection (Mattisson t al. 2011a, 2011b; van Dijk 
et al. 2008a~- 2008b). However, intersp · c processes have never 
been examined in the markedly mo e predator-diverse North 
American l~dscape, where wolverine coexist with multiple ur
sid, canid, felid, and large mustelid spe · es (Fisher et al. 2011); this 
remains a significant gap. 

Habitat alteration and accompan · human activity may de
grade habitat quality and de.press mi ally la~nset reproduc
tion, low: reproductive rates, juvenil survival, and population 
growth rates.(Banci and Harestad 1988 Krebs et al. 2004; Persson 
et al. 2006). Low adult survival in ested populations (Krebs 
.et al. 2004) shows that anthropogenic . ortality is typically addi
tive, often leading to population de · es (Lofroth and Ott 2007; 
Dalerum et al. 2008). Natural preda on on wolverines is also 
higher in trapped than untrapped Ian scapes (Krebs et al. 2004). 
Human activity may therefore incre se mortality through in
creased natural or human pl'f'dation, tematively denning and 
rearing areas may be abandoned owi: to perceived risk. What
ever the mechanism, we show that probability of wolverine 
occurrence decreases across a gradie; 'of increasing anthropo
genic landscape development. 

Wolverine occur,rence also increase with topographic rugged
ness, where· there is a combination f low- and high-elevation 
habitats. Bighorn sheep (Ovis ainadensis, w, 1804) (FestaBianchet 
1988), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus (R esque, 1817)) (D'Eon and 
'Serrouya 2005), and other ungulates · ter at lower elevations; in 
Scandinavia, wolverines showed s· · -:ant selection for lowel" 
elevation habitats during winter mon s (Landa et al. 1998). It is 
possible that wolverines require lower levations for foraging and 
highet elevations for predation· refu . Persistent spring snow 
cover has been hypothesized as impu· · t (Schwartz et al. 2009; 
Copeland et al. 2010) but is not a good dictor at this scale, since 
spring mow cover was sufficiently p rsistent across our study 
landscape to prevent modelling but. olverine occurrence still 
y,aried. Finally, ru~ed areas may offe more den sites in steep, 
snow-covered slopes with large tal boulders (Magoun and 
C.Opeland 1998) and such den sit~·s y be limiting factors for 
breeding females. •However, wolverin s also den in flatter land
scapes in lower foothills, borcal fores and arctic tundra. 

Caveats 
Wolverine detectability was impe ect and varied through 

time. For large mobile organisms, de bility is affected by move-
ment in and out of sites that is as ed to be non-Marlcovian 
(Maclq!qzie et al. 2006). Variable wol erine detectability. could 
result ~,rn ,changes in mobility o · ~ snow conditions or fe
male de~ (which occurs in this "od). Understanding the 
relationship between mobility and d tectability is an ongoing 
area of research. Notably, ifwolverin detectability had differed 
among design constraints-avalanche risk vs. trail access-then 
estimates from species distribution m dels could be affected. In 
fact, all evidence from occupancy m s showed that there was 
no effect of design constraint on wolv rine detectability; indicat
ing that the results observed from habitat selection models 
(which used the sa111e data) were due ecological signal, not an 
artefact of sampling, providing confi ence iri the conclusions. 
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Table 3. Selection of wolverine (Gulo gulo luscus) occupancy models in west-central Alberta. 

AIC Model No.of -2(log 
Model AIC 'MIC weight likelihood parameters• likelihood) 

1/,(RUGGED),p(SURVEY) 298.96 0.00 0.38 1.00 5.00 288.96 
1/,(RUGGED),p(SURVEY +CONSTRAINT) 299;71 0.75 0.26 0.69 6.00 287.71 
1/,(RUGGED..SEISMIC),p(SURVEY) 300.56 1.60 0.17' 0.45 6.00 288.56 
1/,(RUGGED..SEISMIC),p(SURVEY+CONSTRAINT) 301.50 2.54 0.11 0.28 7.00 287.50 
1/,(RUGGED).p(:) 303.79 4.83 0.03 0.09 3.00 297.79 
1/,(RUGGED),p(CONSIRAINT) 304:54 5.58 0.02 0.06 4.00 296.54 
1/,(RUGGED..SElSMIC),p(.) 305.41 6.45 0.02 0.04 4.00 · 297.41 
1/,(RUGGED..S~C).p(CONSTRAINT) 306.36 7.40 0.01 0.02 5.00 296.36 
1/,(SEISMIC).p(Sl!RVEY +CONSTRAINT) 315.83 16.87 0.00 0.00 6.00 303.83 
1/,(SElSMIC).p(SURVEY) 318.38 19.42 0.00 0.00 5.00 308.38 
1/,(.),p(SURVEY+CQNS'IlWNT) 319.44 20.48 0.00 0.00 5.00 309.44 
1/,(SEISMIC),p(CONSIRAINT) 320.31 21.35 0.00 0.00 4.00 312.31 
1/,(REGEN),p(SURVEY +CONSTRAINT) 320.42 21.46 0.00 0.00 6.00 308.42 
1/,(SEISMIC),p(.) 323,10 24.14 0.00 0.00 3.00 317.10 
1/,(.),p(CONS'IlWNT) 323.77 24.81 .o.oo 0.00 3.00 317.77 
c/,(REGEN),p(CONSIRAINT) 324.80· 25.84 0.00 0.00 4.00 316.80 
1/,(REGEN),p(SURVEY) '· 352.11 53.15 0.00 0.00 5.00 · ,342.11 
1/,(.),p(SURVEY) 356.05 57.09 0.00 0.00 4.00 348.05 
1/,(REGEN),p(.) 356.80 57.84 0.00 ·o.oo 3.00 350.80 
1/,(.).p(.) 360,67 61.71 0.00 0.00 2.00 356.67 

Note: Occupancy (oJ.i could be constant (.),,vary with topographic RUGGEDness, SEISMIC line density, or REGENerating forest fires 
and rutblocks within a 5 km radius. Probability of detection·(p) could differ by sampling design CONSTRAINT• or among SURVEYs. 

•Number of estimated /3 parameters in the model; 

Fig. 5. Wolverines (Gulo gulo luscus) were imperlectly detected via 
hair trapping in the mountaiii. landsc,ape of west-central~ •. 
Canada. The probability of d~ecting wolverines, when preslfnt; :it a • 
site, increased monthly from Dec. through Mar. Aft!ll" three surveys; 
the probability of false absence was reduced to -13%'. Bars represent 
standard errors. :· ' ,., 
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After accounting for diff~ences in land cover and topography, 
developed landscapes with human activity resulted in few.er wol
verines across this natural and anthropogenic gradient spanning 
30 individuals and an area in excess of 6000 km2• ' ' • 

Topography and habitat alteration are unavoidiibly con-elated 
on this edge of wolverines' distribution. Rugged areas ·are less 
likely to be developed, and topographic ruggedness was nega
tively correlated with both seismic-line density (Pearson's r = 
-0.765, p < 0.0001) and regenerating areas (Pearson's r = -0.503, 
p < 0.0001). Sampling design could not ayoid thi~ correlation,' as no 
large tracts of undeveloped areas remain in subalpine,and foot
hills landscapes (Fig. 2), and the alpine remains priman1y unde
veloped. This begs the question: 'is topography masking some 

signal from anthropogenic development, or vice versa? General
µed linear mqdelling provided strong evidence that this correla
tion does not obfuscate the signal that we detected, as the effects 
of seismic-line density and regenerating areas remained even af. 
ter accounting for ~pographic ruggedness (model 9 vs. model 7, 
MIC = 17.33; Table 5). If otherwise, model MIC scores would be 
m1a!ler, and relative support for either the habitat alteration or 
the ruggedness models weaker, as they share variance. Instead, 
Mf C and evidence ratios are high-strong support for including 
both seismic-line density and ~opography in the model. Hierarchi
cal models prqvided similar evidence, though the effect of habitat 
alteration was weaker because soine of the variance was attrib
uted to temporal changes in detectability. The response of wol
verines to regenerating areas requires more investigation, as 
multicollinearity. anibtig variables changed the direction of this 
relationship in '1n1'r models. 

Implications for wolverine landscape ecology 
Wolverine occurrence decreases with increasing anthropogenic 

landscape development at this range margin, and wolverine den
sity changes very abruptly. Alone, the 30 wolverines in the·pro
tected landscape would not likely persist long term (e.g., ·Reed 
et' al. 2003; Traill et al. 2810), but Alberta wolverines' high genetic 
'variabiµtyindicates that they are cotinected to, and exchanging 
ONA within, a larger population (Kyle afid Strobeck 2001, 2002). 
However, connectivity may prove detririi.ental. To the west, wol
verines are overharvested and'in declirie (Lofroth and Ott 2007) 
and are subject to anthropogenic habitat'loss (Krebs et al. 2007). If 
iii addition anthropogenic habitat alteration at the eastern range 
thargin <feates a population sink (sensuPulliam 1988; Pulliam and 
Danielsoh 1991~ together these may result in population decline. 
Moreover, tlio'ugh Rocky Mountain wolverine densities are (com
paratively) high, density does not equal quality (Wheatley et al. 
2002); Breseth et _.J. (2010) suggest wolverine population growth 
rates can decrease as density increases.·· 

We have· shown a large-scale spatial ·correlation between wol
verine occurrence and habitat fragmentation on this edge of their 
range. If fragmentation is altering ecological processes resulting 
in reduced wolverine distn'bution and wolverine declines, then 
identifying the mechanisms responsible should be the next target 
for investigation. As wolverines exist at very low densities, and 
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Table 4. Selection of wolverine (Gulo gulo luscus)-habitat models in west-central Alberta. 

Habitat Residual Residual AIC AIC 
Model variables deviance• df score weight 

7 REGEN+SEISMIC+RUGGED 9Q.4 tt6 220.23 0.539 
2 MIXED+REGEN+SEISMIC+RUGGED 89.5 115 22.1.32 0.312 
1 MIXED+REGEN+SEISMIC+RUGGED+ELEV 89.2 114 223.02 0.133 
3 MIXED+REGEN+SEISMIC 98.4 tt6 228.19 0.010 
6 REGEN+SEISMIC 103.8,, 117 231.67 0.002 
12 MIXED+SEISMIC+RUGGED 102.0 tt6 231.79 0.002 
8 SEISMIC+RUGGED 104.,5 117 232.32 0.001 
10 MIXED+RUGGED 105.1: 117 . 232.90 0.001 
11 MIXED+SEISMIC 108.2 117 236.05 0.000 
9 RUGGED 111.7 118 237.56 0.000, 

4 MIXED+REGEN 119,7 117 247.49 0.000 
5 REGEN 152.9·. 118 278.75 0.000 

Note: AIC. Akaike's information criterion. MIXED is the proportion of.area in mixedwood (co-dominant tleciduou and coniferous); 
REGEN is the proportion of area regenerating (fires and cutblocks <20 years old); SEISMIC is the seismic-line density in kilometres of 
seismic line per square kilometre of areal 11.UGGED is the topographic rµggedness index; ELEV is the elevation o the sample site 
(metres above sea level). Wolverine occurrence counts were modeled alll!inst GIS habitat data measured at a 5 . m radius usbig 
generalized linear models. The best=pported model suggests regenerating areas. seismic-line density, and topogr hie ruggedness 
best explain wolverine oq:urrence. 

•Null model deviance is 161.7 on 119 d~ of freedom (41). 

Table 5. Estimated f3 parameters from wolverine,(G!do gulo luscus) spe-
cies distn"bution models. · · ! 

Model Parameter Estimate SE p RVI" 

7, 2 averaged Intercept -3.074 1.08~ 0.0049 
REGEN 6.225 1.806 0.0006 1;00 
SEISMIC .-1.874 0.546 0.0007 1.00 
RUGGED 0.002 0.001 0.0013 1.00 
MIXED -2.692 2.974 0.3704 0.35 

5 Intercept -0.231 0.115 0.0438 
REGEN ·' -1.457 0.754 ,. 0.0534 

Note: Generalized linear models of wolverine occurrence. in foothills and 
mountain landscapes suggest, w~lveriney w~.e· positively predictejl by topo
graphic ruggecjness and negatively predicted by seismic-line density. regenerat
ing areas, and mixedwood fore~ SE. standard error. · · ' 

· "Relative variable iinportanc~ (RV!) is the sum of AIC weights over all models 
(Bart6n 2012); ' ' 

over' vast areas, ·and aetoss landscapes with markedly different 
ecological characteristics and disturbanfe ~gimes, multiple in
ferences from landscape-scale studies will be needed to derive the 
ecological mechanisms caused by human .use,-0f shared land
scapes. 
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